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Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.KAR: The electrical composition of a man s core being
(heart/kardia) DIA: Thorough, rescued, brought safely all the way through; whole SOZO: Saved,
healed delivered, the whole man restored KARDIASOZO: The safe and thorough transport of a
whole heart from earth to Heaven. Proverbs 23:4 says to guard our heart with all diligence for out
of it spring the issues of life. Don t we know that those issues can drown a heart in short time? So,
the question is, how are we to guard something we know little about and can t see? Technically, we
have had no proper answer for it until now. God would not command something that is impossible
to do. The answer has always been there just hidden in the bottom of a well. Up until now, mankind
has set out to guard their heart the only way they know how, building walls around it. Making them
high and thick, because each time we get hurt we add another brick. But all that does is make us a
prisoner behind it. Is it any wonder Jesus...
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Complete guideline for pdf fanatics. I could possibly comprehended everything out of this created e pdf. You can expect to like just how the writer compose
this pdf.
-- Nya K unde
Without doubt, this is actually the very best function by any article writer. it was writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it
is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of. Isobel Heller MD
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